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Our feature article next month will be
about the Tactical Air Command's new,
high-speed bomber, the twin-jet B-57B.
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Engraved Flying Safety Plaques have been awarded to the ten
organizations listed below for exceptional accident prevention records. This presentation is for the period July through December 1954
and is symbolic of the achievements made by the officers and airmen
of these units in promoting sound accident prevention programs and
displaying exemplary airmanship. Congratulations!
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5700th Air Base Group
Albrook AFB, Canal Zone-CAC

•

36th Fighter Bomber Wing
Bitburg Air Base, Germany-USAFE

67th Tactical Reconnaissance Wing
ltami Air Base, Japan-FEAF

3648th Combat Crew Training Squadron
Laughlin AFB, Texas-ATC
301st Bombardment Wing
Barksdale AFB, Louisiana-SAC

·I

5039th Air Transport Squadron
Elmendorf AFB, Alaska-AAC

439th Fighter Bomber Wing
Selfridge AFB, Michigan (Resl-ConAC
1706th Air Transport Group IAEI
Brooks AFB, Texas-MA TS

178th Fighter Interceptor Squadron
North Dakota ANG

Donaldson Air Force Base, South Carolina-TAC
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from experience, perhaps there shou ld
be some sort of a lock or guard to
prevent this sort of thing.
Major Donald W. Becker
63d Troop Carrier Wing IHI
Donaldson AFB, S.C.

We wonder how many more cases
like this have occurred, perhaps with
more serious results? A pilot can't
afford to take anything for granted,
especially at night, when cockpit visibility is reduced.
Hairy Takeoff

Wrong Valves Again
I read with interest the article on
page 9 of the February 1955 issue of
FLYING SAFETY regarding the C-45
incident of pulling the oil by-pass
valve by mistake for the heat control
valve. I had the same experience.
We were flying through the Knoxville ADIZ at night. I was the IP and
my student was a reservist who had
not had the opportunity of keeping
current on present procedures and
techniques. He complained of the
cockpit being too warm so I pulled
what I thought to be both heat valves,
partially up. In a few minutes I
noticed the oil temperature was up
past the red line on the right engine
and the cylinder head temperature
was also high. I immediately opened
the oil cooler, the cowl flaps and put
the mixture in full rich. The cylinder
head temperature came back down
and the oil temperature dropped to
the high limit red line. I was able to
hold the oil temperature there and
the cylinder head temperature stayed
normal even after closing the cowl
flaps again. We had landed and were
closing the aircraft down and shutting off all switches and valves when
I noticed what had happened. Unlike
the author of the article in the February issue, it never occutred to me that
I'd partially opened the oil by-pass
valve.
This will never happen to me again
but it's quite possible it could happen
to others. Sometimes we have to learn
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Recently I was a passenger on a
routine flight of a C-54. The conditions under which the takeoff was
made were, in my opinion, in violation of the principles of flying safety.
(To establish my experience, I believe that I am as experienced as the
average pilot, with over 12 years and
5000 hours of flying behind me. One
tour was spent in Alaska where cold
weather flying is the rule rather than
the exception.) Since I appeared to
be the only per on aboard concerned
with the safety of the takeoff, I would
certain ly appreciate the following:
a. The early receipt of the Editor's
comments on the safety of the takeoff
that was made. Since this incident
there have been many discussions on
this matter. If I was unduly alarmed
over the takeoff, then it would certainly be to my benefit to learn
wherein I have mis-evaluated all of
the contributing factors.
b. If you consider the incident of
significance, how about publishing
additional future articles concerned
with aircraft takeoffs under varied
icing conditions? The winter issue of
FLYI G SAFETY had two short
items on takeoffs under icing conditions (one on page 10 and the other
on page 17) ; however, they were
certain ly not given the treatment that
inflight icing was given.
The incident was as follows: Upon
reporting to the aircraft, it was found
that from one-half to three-fourths
of an inch of snow and slush covered
the C-54 (There was not much wind,
so the snow had settled on all surfaces exposed to the straight-falling
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precipitation.). An attempt was made
to sweep the wing surfaces clear;
however, a broom would not clean
them properly, and using a broom
on the slippery wing was very dangerous to sweep in g personnel. Rather
than waste further time (the pilot
was very anxious to get home as he
had been away a full week!), the aircraft commander (acting also as an
instructor pilot) hurried over to the
local USAF firehouse.
Arrangements having been suitably
completed, the firemen used their
high pressure water hoses and attempted to clear all the slush from
the aircraft.
While the water cleaned most of
the slush from the top of the left
wing, the top of the right wing still
had many large patches of slush on
it, the top s of the four nacelles were
covered with slush, and the left top
half of the entire fuselage was stilll
covered with slu h.
This spraying resulted in the e
tire aircraft being covered with
thin layer of water.
Immediately after the surfaces had
been sprayed (with no attempts being
made to further clean or dry them),
the engines were started and the aircraft taxied into takeoff position.
Duri.n g engine run-up, the remaining slush and water on the wings began to freeze. The large patches of
slush behind the engines didn'.t even
blow off during the mag checks. You
could see the thin coating of water
on the wings and ailerons had frozen.
Disregarding (or overlooking) this
condition, the takeoff was made.
Additional information:
Weather- The ceiling and visibility
had been variable throughout the
afternoon. There had been light to
moderate snow, and the field had
been below minimums a short while
before takeoff. At takeoff time, the
ceiling was 600-800', with one mile
visibi lity. There were no significant
changes foreca t. The temperature
was 31° F., and the wind was generally down the runway at 10 kno· ·
Runway-Wet and slippery, with
coating of slush. Length, 7000 fe
Elevation 460.
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Destination - The airdrome of intended landin g was closed at takeoff
e {snow removal was in progs) ; however a personal call by the
aircraft commander had been made
to ensure that it would be opened
upon his arrival. Weather forecast
to be above minimums, with snow.
En route Weather - The en route
weather was forecast to be in an area
of probable icing, since snow shower
activity was to be expected over the
"hill" portion of the route .
Aircraft loading - The aircraft
weighed around 60,000 pounds.
After all my apprehensions, the
aircraft became airborne using a
reasonable amount of runway, and
the flight was strictly routine. Although the thin coating of ice (from
the water spray) left the wing during
the flight, the slush on the nacelles,
wings and the fuselage was still on
the aircraft upon landin g.
Considering all the factors that
went into planning the flight, I would
be most appreciative of your evaluation of the incident.
Major John W. Abbott
Hq 2d Weather Wg !MATS)
APO 208, NY .

Signalmen will not attempt tg direct
aircraft unless in possession of two
lighted wands or flashlights.
Major James M. Bentley
FSO Hq . 374th TC Wg !Hl
APO 704 San Francisco

Thank you Major Bentley. No need
to wait for a change in regulation to
make this SOP for all organizations.

Altimeter Idea
I am writing to you concerning
your article "Don't Chance a Glance,"
appearing in the December 1954 issue
of your magazine.
The "hide and seek" 10,000 foot
needle is indeed a problem and I am
submitting a possible solution. The
main idea is to have the 10,000-foot
needle long and slender stretching

completely across the dial. I think
that if the arrow shaft is slender with
the distinctive arrow head and tail to
eliminate any chance of confusion,
there would be no way in which the
10,000-foot needle could be hidden.
I realize that this is a simple solution and in all likelihood it has been
tried before. Also, there may be some
other objection to it. However, I submit it to you in the hope that it may
help in the reduction of accidents.
E. A. Greenwood, Sqdn Ldr RCAF Div.,
Canadian Joint Staff 66 Ennismore
Gardens, London, 5. W. 7, England.

Thanks, neighbor, Your idea is one
currently being considered by the
Wright Air Development Center. As
soon as a decision is reached, FLYING SAFETY will run an article on
the new altimeter .

We have received many requests from our readers asking for pictures of the B-25N with the
Bend ix carburetor inslallation. As you can see from the photos, aircraft so equipped can be
recognized by airscoop located on the nacelles. See article on the " N" in last November's issue.

In answer to the Major's questions:
a. The conditions under which this
keoff was made definitely were op·
sed to all principles of good flying
f ety practice.
b. We thought we had covered this
subject rather thoroughly in the past
but it looks as if we need another
article before winter returns!

•
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No Light - No Go!
A recent taxi incident indicates the
need for an addition to AFR 62-10.
Subject regulation has no provision
for an emergency stop at night with
only one li ght wand or flashlight
functioning .
The failure of a light wand while
directing an aircraft at night and an
attempt to stop the aircraft with one
wand was interpreted by a pilot as
a "come ahead" signa l, resulting in
a taxi incident.
As a so lution, Headquarters 374th
Troop Carrier Wing has published
Wing Regulation No. 62-6 which
states :
a. During night taxiing, the pilot
will execute an emergency stop any
time one or both of the taxi signalan's light wands go out .
b. If one wand becomes inoperative
ring night taxiing, the taxi signalman will turn off the other wand.

•
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With a propeller feathered, the C-123 handles remarkably well. Turns can be made with ease in either direction.

RUGGED but RIGHT •
AST FALL a photo of a new airplane crossed our desk. We
thought at first that it was just a
typical public relations release, but
on second glance we got the feeling
that this airplane might well be the
answer to several logistical problems.
With an all -jet Air Force just
around the corner, a new twin-engined
cargo job doesn't mean much to many
military pilots, and it's going to take
a bit of doing to convince most members of the team that the C-123B isn't
a stunted version of the C-119.
We were guilty of the same thinking
when we noted the Fairchild label on
the photograph. However, we were
wrong, but good. The C-123B is far
removed from the freight-car concept.
True, it's a load carrier and we'll
grant that the cargo compartment is
about as plush as a freight-car, but
this little machine has an entirely different mission in life.
You'll be seeing the C-123B soon.
And many of you will be driving it.
It's an easy airplane to fly, is reasonab ly fast, light on the controls, has
time-tested power p lants and has
single-engine performance that is hard
to believe.
Without getting into the genetics of
historical growth, it's enough to note
that the C-123B started life as a glider,
gradually developed engines and has
proved its capabilities as a combination jet and reciprocating powered machine, as well as pure jet. For a small
cargo job, that's some transition.
The Air Force has been thinking
seriously of an assault transport for
lo, these many years. We've neeped
a plane that could operate from hastily prepared strips, short-haul large
numbers of combat troops, double in
brass as a cargo job, have the inherent
ability to operate from pocket handkerchiefs and, above all, perform the
missions quickly and effectively. The
C-123B may be the answer.
There are many features incorpor-
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ated within this plane that set it
apart from the ordinary reciprocating
powered cargo job. The most outstanding feature is the engine installation.
Two Pratt and Whitney R-2800s power
this craft, but unlike most planes,
there are no engine nacelles. The engine mounts are bolted directly to the

front spar and the wing leading edge.
The engines protrude ahead of the
wing itself. Orange-peel cowlings add
to the versatility of the airplane by
allowi~g extremely fast opening f ,
inspection and maintenance.
There are no internal fue l tanks
the C-123B. Just aft of the engines are
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Here is a flight performance preview
on a new assault transport aircraft .
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The C-123 has the capability of operating in and out of short, rough fields . Even without the
two J-44s, the two Pratt and Whitney R-2800s enable this aircraft to take off quickly fully loaded .

streamlined tanks, attached to the
wing by four eyebolts each. Standard
bomb shack les, integra I within the
tanks, complete the assemblie .
One of the least known features is
the basic wing design. As noted previously, the C-12~8 started life as an
all-metal glider. The airfoil is of high
aspect ratio and consists of a tripleweb box par and truss type ribs.
This construction assures that
breakage of one rib will not progress
successively to others and that if one
or even two spar webs should be damed, the wing will not collapse or
se it lift.
All fuel , oil , air loads and wiring
are quickly detachable to enable an
engine replacement to be made in less
' than an hour. Maybe that wouldn't
be a record, but the advantage in this
set-up is that such a procedure is
possible in the field with a bare minimum of specialized equipment.
Stemming from the original glider
design, and still retained, is a special,
welded steel nose structure that provides an unu ual degree of protection in the event of unexpected and
un scheduled contact with virtually
immovable objects such as stone
fences and allied barriers.
In appearance, the C-123B looks
much like any cargo or freighter aircraft except for the sharply up wept
tail and the deep squat fuselage. In
its evolution from glider to airplane
it has grown a progressively larger
vertical fin and rudder assembly and
a dorsal fin .
The upswept portion of the tail is
designed to house a two-piece door
assembly featuring a built-in ramp for
loading of cargo and troops. This
h tail provides for ample vertical
arance for wheeled vehicles and artillery pieces which can be loaded or
' MAY,
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unloaded in combat areas without
cargo handling equipment .
The most recent additions that have
been tacked onto th is aircraft include
rudder and elevator spring tabs, doors
over the main landing gear, redesigned
paratroop doors and improved antiicing equipment.
Just in case you're interested in
some statistics, the cargo compartment
area is almost 37 feet lon g, 9 feet wide
and 8 feet high. The compartment's
treadway for wheeled equipment is
stressed for 200 pounds per square
foot, and heavy-duty tie-down fittings
stressed for a maximum of 20,000
pounds are laid in a grid pattern
throughout the cargo compartment. In
a nutshell , this baby can carry a load.
You'll like the instrumentation of
this plane. Thin gs are where you expect to find them. Quite a few of you
have flown many a long hour in Goonies and '46s and you know that those
old gals have their good points, and
their bad ones as well. But how many
times have you had to ask the engineer
where some particular gadget was,
only to receive the standard answer,
"How should I know, I'm not the regular crew chief on this tub? " It seems
to us that the C-123B is a bit better
in that respect. Standard in trumentation in keeping with HIAD specifications makes it possible to locate gages
and controls where you expect to find
them. If that's a switch, so be it!
With the decelostat braking system,
lift-to-reverse contro ls for the fans and
excellent visibility, the plane incorporates many of the desirable features
we've been seeking for a long time.
It isn't too often that we are able
to break away from piling up hours
behind an editoria l desk. Once in a
while though, we can get our inkstained hands on an airplane and at-

tempt to give an unbiased report of its
potential and capabilities. Such is the
case with the C-123B.
We spoke earlier of this plane's
havin g flown with both reciprocating
and jet power. It really has, and preliminary fli ght tests with jet thrust
augmentation appeared to work out
extremely well. Two J-44 turbojet
units were in stalled on a test model
to provide an additional 2000 pounds
of thrust. Installations of this type
show great promise of increasing performance under both takeoff and
emergency flight conditions, especially if a main engine failure occurs .
We didn't have an opportunity to
fly the jet-augmented job, but flight
data indicates that si ngle-engine rateof-climb is greatly increased with the
jet au gmenters in operation . Tests
show that with one engine feathered
during takeoff, the rate-of-climb was
increased by nearly 500 feet per minute over single engine performance.
You can imagine how this plane performs with both mills churning and
the two J-44s kicking up a fuss .
There are a coup le of good features
on the C-123B that should be of interest to most military pilots. First is
the installation of Hamilton Standard
three-bladed propellers that are forged
from hard aluminum alloy and are
solid in construction. We've all had
our share of problems with hollow
blades, specia lly in areas where rocks
were constantly nicking the fans. This
type of construction should eliminate
many of tho e headaches, arid the
crew chief who wore his fingers raw
with a file will greatly appreciate
these new blades.
Second is the anti-skid brake system. Many know this as the decelostat
braking system. Just in case you've
not been exposed to how anti-skid
5

Th e fast-opening orange- pee l cowling ma ke s fie ld
in spection and maintenance fu nctions much s imple r.

The fus e lag e is bu ilt low to th e g roun d and t he upswept po rti on of the tail features a two-p iece
door ass.emb ly w ith a built-in ra mp tha t affords easy access to the large, re info rced cargo a rea .

6

brakes work, here's a brief rundown:
The anti-skid system is providi t
to prevent the airplane from skiddi
or slidin g during landings. The bra
operating valves, controlled by the
deceleration controllers, direct hydraulic pressure to the brake assemblies. The deceleration controller's
principle of operation is based on the
relation of the rotation deceleration
rate of an energy wheel, contained
in the controller, to the rotation deceleration rate of the main gear wheel.
Under normal conditions, the energy
wheel in the controller will rotate at
the same rate as the main gear wheel.
If the rate of deceleration of the main
gear wheel exceeds the setting in the
main controll er, the energy wheel will
over-travel, causing the brake operating valve to interrupt the hydraulic
pressure supply to the brake assemblies, releasing pressure to the brakes.
When the main gear wheel and the
energy wheel resume the same rate of
rotation, the operating valve allows
hydraulic pressure to return to the
brake assemblies.
Fortunately, most of our wri ting
is tempered with just a dash of mercy
for the lon g-suffering pi lot, so we
will let the description of the brakes
go at that. In essence, however, w'
all that mean s is that you can cla
on the binders just afte r touchdo
and thi s system will keep you roll in
strai ght and on an even keel in spite
of heavy-footed copilots, icy runways
or other factors that plague every
hard -working fly -boy in the business.
Probably one of the slickest gadgets we've seen and flown with in
many a year is the Landing Speed
Indicator. Some of you lads who fly
B-47s and allied craft are famil iar
with this little gem, but on the whole
most Air Force types have not been
exposed to the electric marvel that
takes the mental slip-stick business
right away from a pilot.
The Landing Speed Indicator gives
direct, prompt information which the
pilot must otherwise obtain through
a series of calculations, and which
must then be interpreted in terms of
airspeed indications. It eliminates the
neces ity of estimating the weight of
the aircraft prior to landing and interpreting its resultant effect on the
aircraft's best approach and landing
speed, which varies by load, acceleration, flap settings and gust factors .
Unlike the airspeed indicator, wh1.
lags because of the aircraft' mom
tum, the LSI responds at once to elevator control. By keeping the indica-
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tor needle centered it is po sibl e to fl y
maximum percentage of maximum
t. Th e throttle then controls the
ate of descent or ascent.
The Landing Speed J ndicator is al so
of great value durin g takeoff. It provides th e optimum attitude durin g takeoff run , thus assuring that the plane
will become airborne at the proper
speed for the load bein g carried.
Th e workings of the L I are too
length y a subj ect to pursue in thi s
article. but it suffi ces to note th at the
instrument has tremendo u. possib iliti es in any mi litary airplane.
One feature of the C-123B that we
like particularl y well is the fire emergency system. Maybe thi s is too easy .
It depend s on yo ur point of view. Of
cour e. none of u particularl y appreciates glan cing out and seein g an engine
makin g like a blow-torch, and fortunately it seld om happen s. But. if it
does. here's what happens (and thi s
is a utom ati c. so n):
P ower is furni shed throu gh circuit
breakers on th e overhea d panel to the
fire emerge ncy witch on the fire emergency pan el. A soo n a yo u actuate
it. this sw itch arms the fire extin gui hin g circuit and then alerts the fire
emergency relays .
Text. the power circu its energize
e fire emergency relays and thi reIts in th e followin g:
• Opens cow l flap s.
• Feathers propeller.
• Opens oil cooler flaps.
• Closes firewall fuel valves.
• Closes water injection va lve .
• Closes firewa ll hydraulic valve .
Actuation of the fire extingui sher
handl e results in the followin g:
• Di scharges th e fire bottle.
• Clo es accessory secti on vent
door in top of cowlin g.
• Closes oil coo ler . flaps.
• Closes cowl flap .
So there yo u have it. That's certainl y a lot ea ier than trying to get
everything shut down in a semblance
of logical sequence. As a matter of
fact. we seem to be gettin g nearer to
push-button fl yi ng eve ry day.
Let's take a stock model of this
machine without jet au gmenters and
fl y it the way we did a few weeks ago .
We' ll take an average of 54,000
pounds as takeo ff weight and see what
thi s baby will do.
Our ship had nacell e tan ks on ly.
W e've m e ntion e d previously th a t
re's no such thin g as a true nace ll e
thi bird. but for the sake of di s•
cussion we'll call 'em th at. Anyway,
they're streamlined in behind the
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engines and give us a total capacity
of 1453 gallons of go-juice. In round
fi gures that's a potential ran ge of
so methin g over 1300 nautica l mi les.
After an easy engine start (anybody
can start an R-2800 ), we warm up
and taxi out for takeoff. This is an
easy dude to steer on the ground. The
control is right on the yoke. and just
a touch tool the bird either way
without a bit of throttle fiddlin g.
Getting the C-123B off the ground
seemed mi ghty easy compared with
some aircraft we've flown. Flaps were
set in th e takeoff position ( approximately 15 degrees) prior to startin g
the roll. With brakes off, we advanced
power to 52 in. hg. on both mill s and
the props qui ckly stabilized at 2800
rpm . We seemed to have rudder control ri ght away and, thi s was quite
noti ceable beca use of a nasty crosswind condition .
The book say that with a no-wind
con dition. gross in g 54.000 pounds,
th e plane should become airborne
a fter 1520 feet of roll. We can't argue
with th e book. Jn thi s case th ough,
with a bit of breeze to assist. the plan e
lea ped off without any urgin g or tu ggin g after about 1200 feet and we
noted that the Landin g Speed Indicator needle sta yed ri ght in the center,
meanin g maximum performance for
th e load.
After we had the garbage tucked
away and were climbin g upstairs,
Fairchild 's E. R. " Dutch" Gelvin gave
us a good briefing on the plane. Of
co urse we'd been over it previously,
but his th eo ry is to drive home the
important points often eno ugh to
make 'em stick.
"Now, let's take thi s particular
wing," he began. "I've told you that
this bi rd is just a glider at heart.
Know what th at really means?"
We nodded, sagely. Looked at the
in struments. Gazed off into sp ace and
observed the very interestin g fact that
there was a pal 1 of smoke over
Altoona, as u ual.
" You take a glider or a sailplane,"
said Dutch. " It's clean. The really
good ones have a full canti lever wing.
It's effici ent and li ght as a feather.
Most of 'em have an airfoil desi gn of a
hi gh aspect ratio and you know what
that means?" Apparently we didn 't--for he continued. " That means that
when you get 'em slowed down and
ri ght into a stal I, they pay off. Yes,
sir, ri ght now! There's no fooling
around either. One minute yo u' re flyin g, and th en bin go, you' re stalled
out and wonder how it hap pened.

" low, you take this baby. When we
get upstairs you set thi s airplane up
on her tail and watch . If I could disconnect the LSI and the stick shaker,
you could fly her into a fu ll -power
stall and never know it except, of
course, by attitude. Naturally, we've
got the shaker set about 20 knots
above stall so you can't inadvertently
ii;et into such a predicament, but, like
I sav. she's a glider at heart.
" Here's somethin g else that mie;ht
be of interest to your readers. When
we get the green li ght to equip all
the e airplanes with jet augmenters,
we' ll need omethin g for additional
control in case you lose one while
go in g on out. You can hold it of
course, but choppin g the opposite
blow-torch in case of failure of the
other would make it easier. Know
how we did it? Simple. Just stuck
a ensin g device in each J-44. The
second that pressure begins to drop
on one. the other automatically cuts
out. too. You've still got your two
R-2800s and so yo u chug on out anywa y. Simple, huh? Okay, we're high
enough for anythin g, go ahead and
play with thi s machine. Feel it out
and enjoy yourself. "
We've flown a few sailplanes ourselves, even back in the days when
brother Bowlus was makin g ribs from
laminated cardboard. Somehow, this
mon ster didn't even faintl y resemble
a powerless aircraft. With 40-odd
hundred horses to play with and instantaneous control response, this
thin g was an airp lane.
Tn climbs, glides, climbin g turns
and di vin g turns, the C-123B is solid.
There's no buffetin g or unreasonable
reactions. The sp rin g-tabs probably
play a big part in it, but the controls
are easy and positive. We racked
around in ome steep turns and sucked
it in hard. Nothin g ! It just sat there
and pivoted. Probabl y we could have
stall ed it out, but these ancient arteries would have been sagging toward
a blackout before she let go.
Next, we feathered the ri ght fan
and tried a bit of sin gle-en gine stuff.
We deliberately let the airspeed drop
down to about 90 knots and sti ll had
excellent control. Stepping up, with
a bit of power, we waited for about
130 indi cated and then did a series
of turn s into and away from the good
engin e. Maybe we weren't fl yin g an
L-5, but it handl ed just as well. There
was no buffeting or fighting of the
control s, and the op erating temperatures of the left engine remained in
the green a ll of the time.
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Bringing back No. 2, we waited for
it to warm up and then tried some
power-on stalls. With 45 degrees of
flaps, 2600 rpm and manifold pressure 27 in . hg. she went out at 75
knots indicated. From about 93 knots
on down the stick shaker was giving us
fits. Other than that, there didn't appear to be any warning except for the
fact that we were looking at the ground
over the horizontal stabilizer. As the
saying goes, "you just can't hardly
get in p osition s like that no more!"
There's one thing about stallin g
this plane from an exa<Ygerated noseup attitude with power on. You just
don't know which way she's going to
fall. Either win g may drop and the
nose is goin g to fall out from und er
you. After that, yo u can throw the
control s all over the area and nothing
will happen. It's the same with any
high aspect ratio airfoi l design. Recovery, though, is simple. Center the
contro ls and wait. It only takes a
moment and altitude loss under the
worst conditions shouldn't be over
500 feet, usuall y less.
We tried some more stalls, with
and wi thout power, with gear up and
down, and with flap s in various configurations. Other than the almost
vertical attempts with power on, the
plane gave a fair amount of warning, and recovery could be effected
anywhere alon g the line using normal
procedures. The stick shaker continued
to lead every stall, regardless of attitude or speed, by about 20 knots. We
were learning to like this friendly
little gadget.
Finally, we brought the plane back
downstairs and entered the traffic
pattern. In this particular case we
flew a rectangular pattern, but an
overhead with an IP would be
handled just about the same. Dutch
Gelvin gave us a briefing on procedures before we entered, and we followed 'em to the letter.
On entering the downwind , we reduced speed to 130 knots and lowered
the gear. Just before we reached the
turn onto base, props were advanced
to 2500 rpm and manifold pressure
was set at 25 in. hg. This, according
to Dutch, is a good average to maintain for normal conditions.
On the turn onto base, the flap s
were lowered to 15 degrees (takeoff
position), speed further reduced to
110 knots and a rate of descent estab1ished ri ght at 500 fee t per minute.
Inasmuch as we were fl yin g a fairly
close-in pattern, this appeared to be
just about right. The turn onto final
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was made, flaps lowered to 45 degrees
and power nudged up just a bit. A
coup le of inches appeared to be just
right to hold 100 knots. The needle
of the Landing Speed Indicator remained just a bit on the fast side and
the rate-of-descent was pegged at 500.
From that point on it was strictly
routine. As we came over the fence
we rolled in a bit of trim , eased off
on the power and made a normal
round out. There was ju t a bit of
floating (Dutch said that 90 on final
woul d have precluded that ), and we
touched down. It was that easy.
Here i where those whoa fans
showed their real value. As we reduced power to idle, the throttles
bumped against the stop. There was
no mistaking it and no pulling on

past, ei ther. Immediately on touchdown we lifted the two throttl es ~
inch and a quarter, moved 'em b
and right now got reverse thrust tha
sq uatted the old gal down on her
knees. Landin g roll? 800 feet!
We noticed one poi nt here that is
important to a pilot. Propell er reversing in the C-123B, especiall y in a
cross-wind, sets up a sudden reaction
that will jolt the most iron-nerved.
Because of the relatively narrow gear,
the p lane naturally has a rolling gait
at best. With prop reversal , this ro ll ing moment is amp lified greatly and
as the aircraft ettles down at the bow.
it also heels sharply, as the 1avy
wou Id say, to either port or starboard.
Fortunately, directional control is
easi ly maintained with nosewheel
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J-44 jets add 2000 pounds of thrust, greatly increasing both takeoff and emergency performance .
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leering, and after one gets used to
is little idio yncrasy it ceases to
a problem . We found no directional contro l problems e ither up wind or cross-wind once we knew
what to expect from the beast.
We flew the plane some more, too .
We tried different power settings. Different load conditions. Even with the
pylon tanks adding another 5000-odd
pounds when full. It still handled well.
Just in case you get the wrong idea,
FL YI G SAFETY isn't tryin g to sell
the C-123B. The Air Force has already ordered a substantial number
of thee bird . All we wanted to do
was give a first-hand report of its
ability, capability and short-comings.
Yes, it has some of those, too .
We didn't like the main side win-

dow . They're hinged forward, and
if you crack 'em open they' re gone
for good. Even at taxiing speed that
will usuall y happen . Fairch il d says
that they plan a retrofit program to
change the window design to the conventional, sliding type_
The main landing gear is nice and
soft, even on a lousy landing, but
when the nosewheel contacts the runway you don't know whether you're
driving an airplane or a wheel barrow. It feels and sounds like a major
experiment in flat wheel driving. The
rough-field gear is slated for the
nose soon, and that should take care
of that condition .
Present location of the Landin g
Speed Indicator is entirely unsatisfactory . You've got to peek around

Heavy duty tie- down fitt ings, stressed fo r 20,000 pound s, are spaced throughout the cargo a rea .
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the spoke of the yoke (no yoke intended) to see it, and cross-referencing with the airspeed indicato r an d
rate-of-climb is a feat that nobody
can quite do .
Another thing that's somewhere in
the mill is a bit of wiring to insure
that the auxiliary fuel tanks can't
be jettisoned on the ground. The contractor proposes to hook such a rig
into the nosewheel strut so that when
it' compressed, it will be impossible
to actuate a jettison button and get rid
of the pylon tanks. Such a system
will preclude inadvertent release, an d
under some condition , this should
eliminate ground fire accidents.
Probably there are other minor
features that will crop up from time
to time. We don't claim to have the
answers. That's comp letely impossible when one can be with a new plane
for but a few days. However, there
is one particularly good feature of
the C-123B that we do I ike:
In the event of landing gear system
failure, it's only necessary to place
the gear handle in DOWN position
to insure a free fall. Then, the emergency crank is placed into the socket
(a socket for each gear leg) and
turned until positive gear extension
is assured .
Finally, the crew chief or flight
en gineer can put the downlock pins
in place manually and actually see
what he is doing. That's about the
mo t foolproof rig we've seen for a
long time.
Another nice feature is the ability
of the fli ght crew to open the cargo
door in fli ght. Of co urse the plane
has paratroop doors on both sides,
but in an emergency, should it be
necessary to bail a bi g load of troops
or kick out a few tons of freight, all
the driver has to do i move the cargo
door control handle to OPEN and
ri ght now he's got a hole in the stern
of this craft big enough to dump almost anything.
If the pilot finds he needs still more
room, he has only to place the loading ramp control in the OPE position and dump the ramp down, too .
This can and has been done in flight
with no noticeable effects on flight
characteristics_
All in all, the C-123B appears to
be a good airplane with quite a
growth potential so far as utility is
concerned. Not too long ago we would
never have dreamed of stepping from
a glider into the reciprocating-jet
class in one swift stride. Today, the
C-123B makes it possible. •
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discovered that if it were necessary to
spin it for experimental purposes, ~
had to hold full up elevator and f
rudder in the desired direct ion o
rotation. This proved necessary even
to induce a spin and was a must to
hold it. What was even better, the
F-89A responded immediately to conventional spin recovery .

-

Yellow area shows how p itch angle
varies between 10 and 80 degrees .

- -- __,,,

Heavier Aircraft
My thoughts were jarred back to
the present, and th e big question in
my mind now was, how will the " D"
react? It is much heav ier than the
earli er "A" serie . Lookin g out over
the win gs, I could see the large, elongated rocket-fuel pods. All 23 feet
of them. I thought of the large clu sters
of 2.75 inch foldin g-fin , air-to-air
rockets that they housed. A grand total
of 104 to be exact. I'll have to admit
that although the "A" proved itself to
be a trooper in sp in recovery, it had
much smaller pod s which carried
only fuel , and its armament, much
li ghter, was carried in the nose. Just
how the added weight on the " D"
wou ld make the plane react was my
primary concern at the moment.
Before I realized it, I was over the
selected test area. I made certain
both cameras were operating. 0
camera was set up for a photo pan
in the p lane to provide a permane
record of fli ght control surface position, contro l forces and a ll other pertinent data. The second was a fo rward
pointing camera to provide a pi lot's
eye view of the spins. This te t plan e
also carried an anti-spin parachute in
the empennage section, as required by
Air Force Specs. The entire test wou ld
be conducted in accordance . with Air
Force Specification 1816, "Spi nnin g
Req uirements for Airp lanes. "
I entered my fir st spi n from a
straight ahead lG stall at 30,000 feet.
The airplane was in cl ean configuration, and entry into the spin was quick .

4500 FT. SPIN

the
Reluctant
Scorpion

tht

By Lewis A . Nelson

Northrop Aircraft, Inc .

VER think of spinning 20 ton s of
fighter airp lane? The F-89D is
the particular bird that I am referring to, and the occasion was authorized fli ght testin g . Although I
wo uldn't recommend it for routine
flight purposes, I have gone through
the entire spin series, and the know].
edge that it will recover easi ly is
mighty comfortin g.
I pulled the nose of the F-89D
from the runway at Edwards Air
Force Base, some weeks ago, and
headed out over the desert. My mi s·
sion was to determine the spin charac·
teristics of this series and on my way
out to the spin area I thought of the
earlier tests we had conducted on the
F-89A. Those early tests had proved
the Scorpion reluctant to spin . We

E
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Mr. Scorpion himself . . . Lew Nelson .

As I applied rudder, the airplane
tended to roll and became inverted
at the 90-degree point. In addition to
spinning, the F-89 actually "roll ed"
about the spin. It was reall y two separa te maneuvers simultaneously. I did
not let her wind up on this first test
and recovery was accomp lished in half
a turn. The immediate response indicated that the increased weight of the
" D" over the "A" had relatively little
effect on recovery characteristics.

•

l

recently completed, here is an article on the results as

•

lewis A. Nelson is supervisor
of engineering test pilots for
North rop Aircraft, Inc.

Lew has been flying since 1940 and has been assigned to F-89
fligh t testing since joining Northrop in September, 1950. Prior

All Conditions

to that time he was an aeronautical engineer with the National

Subsequen t spin tests were conducted under a variety of flight con ditions and airplane loading. Spins
and recoveries were made under conitions considered most critical, with
aximum weight concentration in
uter wings (full rocket load plus
fu ll tip fuel and nearly fu ll ou tboard
wing fuel) and with m1mmum wing
loading (empty tip pods and empty
wing tanks) . These two conditions
were considered the maximum extremes as they produced the most aft
and forward center of gravity locations. Entry in these tests was made
from both the straight ahead lG stall
and from 2G power-on turning flight.
The tests established that power
had little or no effect on spin characteristics and did not adversely affect
recovery. After the first one, I held
all spins for three turns before I
applied recovery. Altitude loss was
about 1500 feet per turn with recovery requiring an additional 4000
to 6000 feet, dependin g on pitch attitude at the start of recovery. Recovery
was accomplished in about one-half
turn for minimum wing loading con figuration and increased to one turn
for maximum weight configuration .
With each test my chagrin at my
original apprehensions grew. This
was no monster, weight or not, my
ird responded like a trainer. The
emainder of the tests was duck soup.
Having gone through the complete
sp in series, I have drawn some mi ghty

Adv isory Com mittee on Aeronautics at Ames Laboratory, Moffett
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Field, California.
He served in the U. S. Air Force from 1942 to 1947, seeing
service in the Central Pacific Theater as a fi ghter pilot and as
Co mmanding O ffi cer of the 73d Figh ter Squadron .
Lew received his aeronautical engineering degree from the
University of Southern California and is a member o f Tau Beta Pi
and Phi Kappa Ph i honorary engineering societies.

firm conc lusions about the F-89D.
First, this stack of airp lane has no
dangerous inherent spinning tendencies, bein g reluctant to spin. Just as
in the F-89A, full up elevator and full
rudder in the desired direction are
necessary to induce the spin . I found
that the old conventional recovery
techniques are entirely satisfactory;
you know, the old full rudder in the
opposite direction of the spin and
quick, positive forward stick. Matter
of fact, the elevator force to stabilize
the pitch angle is more positive in
stopping rotation than rudder force.
Thi s is due to the tendency of the air-

plane to lag behind rudder in the
heavy weight condition.
I noted al so that the pitch angle
varied slowly from ten to eighty degrees nose-down attitude. Positive
elevator control permits you to stabilize the pitch angle and "unstall" the
bi g bird , recovery being accom plished by simply flying out of the
spin. Push force required for recovery
will vary, depending on the point
where recovery is initiated.
All in all, I'd say that the "Big D"
puts the " pin" in spin. The pin that
pops any hairy balloons of doubt,
that is. •
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Here is a valid and practical idea sent to us by
Colonel George L. Jones, the Commander of th .
3595th CCT Group (Fighter), Nellis AFB, Nevada.
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GOOD IDEA is always worth passing on. Sometimes
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~t's the ~veryday routin~ occ~~rences that develop
mto bramstorms. Sometimes it's the result of real
down-to-earth concentration. But regardless of its origin,
one thing can be said about any good idea. It developed
out of necessity. You know, the old one about necessity
being the mother of invention.
How many times have you searched through your back
copies of FLYING SAFETY for a particular article that
you remember reading? Maybe you want it to prove a
point, or maybe you need the article as reference material
for your next lecture. No matter what the reason may be,
almost all of us at one time or another have been provoked
by the elusive article in the misplaced issue.
. We have received an excellent idea for a permanent
fix on this repetitious situation. Although the author did
not title his suggestion, it could very well be called
"Where to Find It, When You Want It." The idea in all
of its simplicity is to file and index your copies of

•

FLYING SAFETY.
'
It was suggested that the standard three-ring binde
provides the ideal receptacle for the magazines. With ver
little effort and with about the same amount of time,
you can have a completely indexed file of each article
appearing in FLYING SAFETY throughout the year. For
filing, each copy may be perforated along the stitched
edge with a conventional three-hole punch and inserted
into the binder. The next item is the real timesaver. It's
the index.
In many instances, the subject of each article is reflected
in its title, therefore indexing can be relatively simple.
Each individual may have his own preferences as to
indexing the contents, however, it has been suggested that
the stories or articles be grouped according to their
subjects. A broad title should be selected for each group
category. Listing these categories alphabetically then
would provide an efficient means of locating a desired
article. This system would also provide an excellent reference for subject matter in the event a specific article is
not required.
To illustrate further, the suggested method has been
reproduced on the facing page. The index as presented
is complete for the year 1954. Inasmuch as we are on the
subject of timesavers, got a pair of scissors handy?
Of course the outside cover or the back of your binder
lends itself to a countless number of stylings. Organi•
zational emblems or formal titles would be equall
attractive. That's up to you. The important gimmick is that
now it's where you want it when you want it.
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1st. Lt. M. M. Harris
5th F.-1. Squadron, McGuire AFB, N.J.

*

*

••

*

1st Lt.M. M. Harris was flying at 30,000 feet when he
experienced a loud explosion in the aft section of his
F-86D. The aircraft was immediately thrown into a violent skid, and the rudder pedals jammed full right. He
realized that he was over the densely populated Philadelphia area and that to abandon the aircraft meant almost
certain injury to civilian personnel.
The exp losion had rendered all flight instruments except the needle, ba ll and airspeed inoperative, had severed
the rudder cable and had knocked out all radio equipment except the radio compass. The aircraft was vibrating
violently, continually jarring the ejection seat handles
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Capt. A. E. Oligher
71 st F.-1. Squadron, 500th Air Def. Group
Greater Pittsburgh Airport

*

*

*

The flight had just passed through 32,000 feet when
the wingman, Captain Arthur E. Oligher, sensed a noticeable change of sound in the engine of his F-86D. A
rapid check of his instruments indicated the nozzles goin g
to full open as the tailpipe temperature went to 1000°C.,
and the RPM started fallin g off. Before he could stopcock the throttle, he felt a violent engine exp losion and
experienced a comp lete loss of power. Simultaneously,
the aircraft whipped into an uncontrollable roll and the
cockpit filled with thick smoke.
After the aircraft slowed down , Captain Oligher turned
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to the partially raised position. He realized that he must
descend through IFR conditions and make a letdown and
landing in a badly disabled aircraft; sti ll he elected not
to bail out.
Lt.Harris homed on the McGuire range and broke out
directly over the field at 4000 feet. He had no means of
declaring an emergency and had to make a 360 overhead
because of another aircraft on the runway. He lowered
the gear with the emergency system, and realizing that
he was extremely low, turned on a short base and final.
In attempting to comp lete his turn by banking, as there
was no rudder control, the left wingtip touched the
ground short of the runway. As the wingtip hit, it turned
the aircraft to the runway heading and bounced it up
onto the concrete. The landing was completed without
further damage.
The outstanding courage displayed by Lt Harris in
remaining with his aircraft and the superior flying techniques employed are a credit to himself and to the United
States Air Force. WELL DONE!
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the engine master switch to the OFF position and was
able to regain control of the aircraft. He established a
glide toward Ellington Air Force Base and jettisoned the
external fuel tanks.
A lon g straight-in approach was accomplished with a
careful balancing of airspeed a11d altitude against distance. When he was sure of reachin g the field , he lowered
the gear and flaps. The nose gear did not fully extend .
In rapid succession, Captain Oligher actuated the emergency nose gear extension while he held the nose gear
off the runway, then he deployed the drag chute. Even
though failure of the utility system had eliminated
boosted braking action, he was able to stop the aircraft
on the 5200-foot runway without further damage.
Captain Oligher's performance was an excellent demonstration of his capability to utilize his knowledge of
the F-86D aircraft and his past flyin g experience to gain
superior emergency performance from his aircraft. Captain Oligher's flyin g skill undoubtedly averted a major
aircraft accident. WELL DONE!
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OMPRESSOR stall is a mixture of
many complex and difficult-tounderstand phenomena. However,
it is the intent of th is article to exp lain
some of the phenomena in nontechnical terms for the benefit of those who
are not versed in the "deltas and thetas" of engine performance. The simplifications and analogies employed
herein must not be interpreted as the
final explanation, but should be used
as a stepping stone to more complex
and exact explanations.
The high-output, high-pressure
ratio engine is here to stay. And with
good fuel consumption, too. However,
the law of averages always catches up
with us sooner or later. In order to
produce high-output engines with
superior fuel consumption and rapid
acceleration characteristics, it is
necessary to operate as close to the
stall region as possible. So perhaps
a discussion of compressor stall is
needed to relieve anxieties that may

C

develop when this phenomenon is experienced. Actuall y, damage to most
engines is very un likely to occur.
First of all , let us understand that
stall , surge or pulsation as it is also
called, is not a phenomenon peculiar
to any one particu lar brand of engine
or engine type. On the contrary, it
may occur in any engine if conditions
are right for it. Even the gas turbine
compressors used for starting the
larger engines frequently encounter
stall as they accelerate to operating
speeds. In the past, stalls have been
encountered on two-stage or turbouper- charged piston engines, so there
is no need to look upon it as some
mysterious product of the current
jet age.
Pilots are familiar with the characteristics of reciprocating engines th at
permit any number of mechanical defec ts such as bad spark plugs, lean
carburetion or sticking valves to result in engine backfiring. Similarly

for turbine engines, maintenance, field
conditions, temperatures and rapid
movements of the throttle can inA.
ence the compressor stall prob le
appreciably. The condition and ad justment of such componen ts as the
fuel control, overboard airbleeds or
exhaust nozzle assembly (afterburning engines) are of vital importance
in maintaining stall-free operation .
In general, there has been less stall
of high intensity on centrifugal types
than on axial types. There are several
reasons for this, but probably the one
having the greatest bearing is the fact
that the centrifugal jet engines operate at much lower pressure ratios than
the axial type. The constant demand
for more thrust, lower thrust specifics
and higher airspeeds and altitudes
has broadened the range over which
the engine must operate and consequently, made them more vulnerab le
to stall. Then, too, the fact that centrifugal type engines usually are fed
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from a plenum chamber helps overme aircraft duct shortcomings. The
!lowing discussions will be con ned to the axial type jet engine.
Compressor stall is very much like
aircraft wing stall , and compressor
blades may be thought of as miniature wings. This analogy is not as
easily seen when one considers that
the angle of attack can be readily
changed for the aircraft wing, as in
a pull-up, but the rotating compressor
blade remains physically fixed in its
hub. Actually, the effective angle of
attack of the compressor bl a de
changes and the apparent or mechanical angle of attack (see Figure 1),
remains fixed. This variation of the
effective angle of attack in Figure 1
is the prime consideration when compresso r stall is discussed . Now, let's
see how this comes about. Fi gure 2
illustrates this effective angle of attack at a given or chosen position on
a rotating compressor blade at a
given operating condition . This effect
is similar (i f the diagram were rotated to the right) to watching the
snow fall from a side window in a
movin g car. The snow is actually falling vertically, however, the forward
motion of the car coupled with the
rtical motion of the snow gives the
pression that the snow i fallin g at
angle to the car. This direction of

Figure 2
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snow fall is similar to the resultant
referred to in Figure 2.
The triangle beside the airfoil section is made up of two variables, that
is, airflow which occurs along the axis
of the engine, and RPM which represents a blade velocity acting perpendicular to the axis of the engine. For
a given airflow and RPM (d irection
and amo unt as indicated by the arrows) there can be only one resultant
which is fixed in both amount and
direction and thereby defines the effective angle of attack .
Every airfoil is limited as to the
maximum angle of attack it will tolerate under a given operating condi tion .
When this angle of attack is exceeded,
the airfoil stall s. (Thi s maximum
an gle of attack will be referred to as
the critical angle of attack .) As with
the wing stall experien ced in the aircraft, the air se parates from the airfoil section. With thi s separation the
lift is greatly red uced on the win g.
In the compressor this loss of lift
is evidenced as a loss in pressure
ratio and therefore a reduction in
pressure level at the compressor discharge. Fi gure 3 shows how this
an gle of attack is varied.
In Figure 3 the airflow has decreased for a given RPM (dotted
lin es), which causes the angle of attack to increase. When this decrease
in airflow becomes critical, the airfoil stalls. When the airfoil stalls,
there is a relative reduction of pressures within the compressor. Recovery from compressor stall s is the
result of the pressures reducin g within the engine thereby permittin g more
airflow, whi ch in turn decreases the
an gle of attack and allows the compressor to recover normal operation.
Then , if the same low airflow condition persists which caused the first
stall (no change in operating conditions) the cycle wi ll be repeated.
Now we are ready to apply this
condition of low airflow for a given
RPM to the actual conditions which
may cause it. Of course, the actual
causes and effects are considerably
more complicated than will be discussed here_
During acceleration, compressor
stall mav be encountered due to improper r'uel schedulin g to the burn er.
For instance, if the fuel flow is too
high, temperature and pressure in the
burner become higher than that for
which the designers planned , thereby
causing abnormal back pressure on
the compressor. Thi s decreases the
airflow for a given RPM (as is illus-

trated in Figure 3), which increases
the effective angle of attack beyond
the airfoil's critical angle of attack
and causes the airfoil section to stall
with the result that airflow reverses
for an instant in the compressor and
pressures are greatly reduced. However, it is necessary that the acceleration fuel flow be maintained as high
as possible so that the best engine acceleration rates may be obtained.
Therefore, there must be a compromise between acceleration rate and
compressor stall. This requires a margin between actual operating conditions and stall , which can be provided
by means of fuel contro l schedu lin g.
Another condi tion of possible compressor stall occurs at hi gh altitude,
parti cularly with high power operation. This condition is brought about
by low temperature effects and what
is known as Reynold s Number effect.
When the air gets thinner, as is the
case with high altitude operation, the
air has difficulty in fol lowin g the
contours of the airfoil section of the
compressor blade, thereby reducing
the stall margin.
As the air gets colder, the engine
tends to operate closer to stall. Therefore, more care must be exercised
when operating at altitude where the ·
air is both thin and cold. In order
that the engine may operate efficiently at both hi gh and low altitudes, the
apparent angle of attack must be a
compromise, and stall margin for
these conditions must be designed into
the engine before it is built.
Compressor inlet conditions al so
aggravate the stalling characteristics
of the engine. Don't forget that the
engine has been designed to function
at a certain power level for a given
RPM-airflow relationship (see Fi gure
3) . When the airflow for a given RPM
is decreased, thereby causing the effective an gle of attack to increase,
compressor stall can be encountered.
Now, let us see how inlet conditions
can affect this airflow variable. For
a given airplane we will assume that
the engine and airplane have been
matched properly for normal operations, i.e., the engine will tol erate the
amount of airflow loss due to ducting
inefficiencies. These inefficiencies
coup led with airp lan e attitude, airspeed and throttle will vary the distribution of the incoming air at the
inlet to the compressor as shown in
Figure 4 . This airflow variation' between the high and low areas in Figure 4 must be kept within reasonable limits, or the compressor blades
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traveling between these areas may
stall and unstall with such rapidity
that a continuous stall may be the
result. This airflow distribution can
be varied outside of the acceptable
limits of the engine by extreme skidding and slipping of the airplane
which may cause the ducts to be unable to deliver the acceptable airflow
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to the engine. At high altitudes where
the effective angle of attack is close
to its critical value and when airspeed
is reduced, this stall~ng condition may
be induced by milder skidding and
slipping. This indicates that care
should be taken to maintain airspeeds
at a respectable level, and coordinated flying becomes more important
when flying at extreme altitudes.
Supersonic flight may adversely affect ducting efficiency, especially at
the entrance to the duct and at any
constriction that may be present
along the duct.
So here we have a situation in
which high performance, good acceleration and low fuel consumption
require that an engine and control be
designed to operate near conditions
where stall is encountered. Working
against attainin g these goals are the
effects of Reynolds Number, cold air
and possible inherent or induced maldistribution of air entering the engine.
Some measure of control of acceleration stall is afforded by flexibility in
fuel control setting, but for the most
part the important factors are set
when the engine and airplane are designed and built to a given configuration. Airplane and engine manufacturers are working continually to
reduce the possibility of compressor
stall occuring in the operational
range of the engine.
Stalls vary in severity, dependin g
on whether the stall involves only a
portion of a stage, a stage, several
stages or an entire compressor. Incipient stall may produce roughness
with or without the audible accompaniment of a rumble, drone or similar noises. More pronounced stalls
may produce noises varying in intensity from pistol shots to cannon
fire and can be very fri ghtenin g if the
pilot doesn't know what to expect.
This is especially true of fighters in
which the pilot may be sitting over
or between the long inlet ducts. Extremely bad stalls may produce pulsations which cause flame, vapor or
smoke to appear at the exhaust, in
the bleed valves or even at the inlet.
Now that we have seen the nature
of some of these stall conditions, one
would say, "What can I, as the pilot,
do to avoid or diminish the intensity
of these compressor stalls?" Here it
is in a nutshell.
1. Always treat the throttl e with
respect. No erratic movements.
2. High altitude means more Reynolds Number and cold air effect,
thereby enhancing the possibility of

stall by a lower acceptable angle of
attack on the compressor blades .•
the pilot wishes to reduce the po
bility of compressor stall, the follo
ing points may aid him .
• Coordinated flying helps inlet
duct efficiencies.
• Climb at slower rates and higher
airspeeds.
• Avoid abnormal airplane attitudes, such as nose-high level flights.
• Maintain airspeeds above acceptable minimums.
The next question is "How do I get
out of stall?"
1. If compressor stall occurs during subsonic flight:
• Slowly retard the throttle until
compressor stall ceases or IDLE position is attained.
• Correct any abnormal attitude of
airplane.
• If stall persists at IDLE position, reduce altitude and increase airspeed (but remain subsonic) until
stalls cease. Don't forget that your
chances of recovery are getting better as altitude decreases due to Reynolds Number effect and increasing
compressor inlet temperatures.
2. If compressor stall occurs durin g supersonic fli ght:
• Terminate afterburning and '
tard the throttle to IDLE.
• Reduce altitude and establi
high subsonic airspeed by controllin
airplane attitude. Do not manipulate
the throttle until normal operation
has been obtained.
Under some circumstances it may be
necessary to do several of the above
corrective measures simultaneously.
As was brought out in the beginning, compressor blade stall is very
similar to airplane wing stall. When
an airplane is unintentionally stalled,
the pilot is usually very concerned,
to say the least. The immediate pilot
reaction is to recover from the stall.
This he usually does satisfactorily if
he . does not exceed the G loading
limitations of the aircraft during the
recovery. Normally, the actual aircraft stall has not affected the aircraft
structure. This stall situation can also
be applied to the compressor stall,
except that it is improbable that the
compressor blades can be so overloaded as to cause compressor blade
structural failure. The engine reaction to overloading may be a flameout, after which an inflight relight
may be accomplished. However, •
possibility of engine overtemperat
during the stalled condition is possible if corrective action is not taken. •
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•
namically. As a result, if a rolling
or yawing motion is produced, t'JA
desired stopping point for such
tion must be anticipated or " led a
little bit." As a case in point, it
should be understood that at typical
final approach speeds, if only 40 per
cent of the total rudder control available is applied, 100 per cent of opposite aileron control will be required
to prevent rolling of the aircraft.
Another point to remember is that
the wings extend aft, behind the
pilot's normal field of vision , and the
bubble canopy offers relatively few
attitude reference points. Therefore,
in some ca es, roll-wise attitude may
be detected chiefly by a "seat of the
pants" type of perception. A word of
caution concerning this "seat of the
pants" flyin g; although recognized as
necessary and valuable in certain
other phases of operation, it can be
mi leading when accomplishing an
uncoord inated turning maneuver.
At the low IAS normal for the final
approach, rudder control self-centerin g forces are very light near the
rudder neutral point. This makes it
possible for a small amount of rudder
control to be applied inadvertently
(or not removed) during the final
approach or while touchin g dow'
causing the wing to be low or to ai
pear to drop as speed is redueed.
the inadvertent rudder control is compensated for by opposite aileron, it
will reduce ai leron roll con trol in one
direction. This condition can be dangerous durin g landing.
For thi s same reason it is more
desirable to utilize a crab condition
than a slip condition during final approach for a cross-wind landin g. (As
much as 50 per cen t of availabl e ail eron and considerable rudder may be
required to maintain the proper track
in a slip .) The up-wind wing shou ld
be lowered slightly and the crab removed as the flare is started. Touch down should be accomplished in a
four-point landing attitude, or with
the up-wind wing slightly lowered to
physically assist in maintaining the
desired track.
A serious possible consequence of

1!'9'

You' re

Down. • •

By Robert B. Go rrill, Boei ng A irp la ne Co.
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EVIEW of the B-47 accident records reveal s that landin g and deceleration are phases of operation in which trouble has been encountered frequently. The incidence
of such embarrassing, expensive and
hazardous occurrences may be reduced by reviewing a few basic characteristics of the B-47.
A majority of the accidents which
have been recorded during the e
phases of operation may be divided
into two categories:
• A wingtip or outboard engine
was dragged on the runway.
• The aircraft ran off the side of
the runway during the landing roll.
The causes of these two types of
accidents are often inter-related, in
that each has been frequently, but not
exclusively, associated with crosswind landings. In order to prevent
future accidents of this nature, let's
take a look at some of the specific
cause factors involved.

Failure to keep the wings level durin g landin g i observed to be relatively common in the B-47. This malpractice is made easy by the physical
configuration of the aircraft and the
nature of and response to its control
system. Another influential factor is
the specified final approach speed
which is closer to the aircraft's stall ·
ing speed than is the case in most
other aircraft. This results in relatively larger control displacement being required for attitude correction at
normal touchdown speeds.
The B-47's swept-win g design results in a significant amount of roll
bein g induced by rudder applied at
final approach airspeeds. This rudder-induced roll is slightly out of
phase, time-wise, with the normal
rudder-produced yawing motion. In
this just-prior-to-touchdown situation ,
it should be recognized that the B-47
has large inertial properties (it's
heavy) and is lightly damped aerody-
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landing with one wing too low is realed by close examination of the
ometry of the B-47. When touching
own on four points simu ltan eously,
naturally, the wings are level. If the
pitch attitude of the aircraft is maintained at the proper angle for fourpoint simultaneou s touchdown, even
with the wings displaced somewhat
from level. no serious re ultant is
probable. Initial con tact will be made
on an outrigger gear, and the wingtip
will not touch the runway. However,
if the aircraft is held off the runway
at minimum altitude until reachin g a
very nose-hi gh angle, a very slight
roll -wise displacement will cause a
wingtip or outboard engine to contact
the runway before the outrigger. Although the pitch attitude required to
make this possible is very close to
the stallin g angle, it can occur easily
as the B-47's elevator control is quite
positive at speeds below those specifi ed for touchdown.
Thi s excessively nose-hi rrh attitude
is suspected of being at lea t partially
responsible for some of the accidents
in whi ch win gtips or outboa rd engines have been dragged on th e runway. To prevent such accidents, keep
the wings as level as possib le durin g
anding and avoid inducin g a pitch
ngle appreciably above that required
or a four-point touchdown. If the
aircraft contacts th e runway at the
pecifi ed indica ted airspeed for the
touchdo wn gross weight involved. the
pitch attitud e will be that which is
proper for a fou r-p oint lan din g. The
ideal landin g is one in whi ch the four
wheels co ntact simultan eously. If thi s
is not possibl e, the rear gea r should
contact very sli ghtl y before the forwa rd gear.
The directi ona l damper a lways
should be in operation durin g the approach and landin g. It i ver y effective in s uppressin g unwa nted yaw
and roll motion s durin g thi phase of
operation. The pilot's burden is notabl y red uced, particu larl y in rough
air, by the action of the directional
damper which produ ces improved stability about both the roll and yaw
axes of the aircraft.

Another cause of lan din g accidents
in B-47s is the loss of directional con trol after touchdown, during the deceleratin g roll. Some of these accident possibly cou ld have been avoided if the pilot had considered certain
control and stab ility attributes of the
airplane during the landin g roll.
Durin g the critical hi gh speed portion of the landin g roll, the wings
can and should be maintained level
by aileron control app li cation. (Thi s
i possible until the aircraft is slowed
to under approximately 55 knot IAS
in a cross-wind of 25 knots or more.)
Aerodynamic forces of a directionally
destabilizing nature act on the B-47
durin g its la ndin g roll if its wings
are not maintained level. This is particularly true when landin g with a
cross-wind. Th ese forces normally can
be coun teracted without difficulty by
directional control appli cation but
are held to a minimum by keepin g the
win gs level.
If the wings are not held level durin g the landing roll , the main land in g gear wheels on the hi gh wing side
of the aircraft are less heavi ly loaded
than tho e opposite. The result of this
li ght wheel loadin g is very r apid
cyclin g of th e anti-skid brakes on the
wheels with the lesser load . Thi s may
result in reduced brakin g effectiveness. Increased volumetric demand s
are imposed on the h ydrau li c ystem
by the rapidly cyclin g brakes ten din g
to reduce h ydra uli c pressure with the
engines at idle rpm . Thi s may decrease steerin g con trol effecti veness.
A lso, abnormally rapid wear of the
li ghtl y load ed tires, even with the
an ti-skid braking system operating,
may be evident when heavy braking
is ap plied with the wings off level.
Landing should not be attempted
in cross-wi nd s greater th an 25 knots
unless ex treme circumstances force
such landin gs. It is possible to make
successful la ndin gs in hi gher crosswi nds but pilot technique rapidly becomes more criti cal. Cross-wind landin gs r equi re closer observance of optimum pilot technique at extremely
low airplane gross weights than when
gross weights are somewhat hi gher.

Flap retraction should never be
attempted in the B-47 durin g the landing roll. The retracting time is relatively lon g (35 to 40 seconds on the
normal system ). The Aap system wa
designed in thi s fa hion so that lift
would not be lost too rapidly a the
Raps retract following takeoff and
during acceleration to climbing airspeeds. In an average landin g roll,
app roximately 3500 feet of runway
wi ll be used during Aap retraction if
the retraction is started at touchdown.
The small net gain to be realized from
flap retraction, with the simultaneous
reductions of lift and drag tending
to cancel each other is not sufficien t
to make the concept practical. Also,
flaperon acti on is elimin ated as soon
as the B-47 Raps move toward retraction. The large scale reduction in roll
contro l available when Aaperons are
de-activated prohibits retractin g the
flap s during the landing roll.
A serious directional stability problem is experienced in the B-47 (or in
any aircraft with similar landin g gear
con fi guration ) if the rear wheel kid
prior to the skiddin g of the fo rward
wheels. This may occur when brakes
or steerin g are applied or possibly
may be indu ced by the drag chute
opening in a cross-wi nd. Regardl ess
of the source of the forces actin g to
cause the rear gear to skid first, this
tendency may be lessened by applyin g up-elevator, which in creases the
load on the rear wheels.
Up-elevator control should be held
to some extent throughout each landin g roll. The aircr aft must be a ll owed
to decelerate to some extent after normal four-point tou chdown before upelevator, in excess of that required in
th e landin g, can be added.
The B-47 brake sy tern is arranged
with 67 per cent of total brake capacity on the fr on t wheels and 33 per
cen t on the rear wheels . This arrangement provides optimum stability and
con trol under maximum braking conditions with co nsi deration havin g
been given to the large number of
variables which are influential during
such operation .
A major variable that must be con-

In an extremely nose-high attitude, a light rollwise displacement will cause a wingtip or outboard engine lo drag .
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trolled is the fore and aft gear loading ratio (i.e., the relative distribution of wei ght on the forward and aft
main landing gears). The pilot can
control this ratio during all but the
non-critical low speed portion of the
landin g roll by positioning the aircraft's elevator. When the center of
gravity is at 25 per cent MAC, ap proximately five degrees of up-elevator is required during the hi gh
speed portion of the landin g roll.
This achieves the desired result of no
alteration of the fore and aft gear
load ratio being caused by elevator
position . When landin gs are made
with the center of gravity ahead of
25 per cent MAC, additional up-elevator is required to maintain this optimum load ratio.
It should be noted that skidding is
not confined to cases in which wheel

dition exists. Thus, the B-47 anti-skid
installation serves two purposes. It
allows maximum braked_ stops with
minimum tire wear and it improves
the directional stability and controllability of the aircraft during the
landin g roll.
An aircraft is said to be directio11ally stabl e durin g its landin g roll, if
the forces resulting from a brief un controlled motion (direction -wise)
are of a nature that wi ll cau e the aircraft to resume a straight path when
the disturbance has passed. Such
brief, divergent motion may be induced by unsymmetrical brake action,
by momentary application of incorrect steerin g control , by a gust of
cross-wind, by the initial pull of the
opening brake chute in a cross-wind
or by any other directionall y destabilizing impul se. See Figu re 1.

DISTURBANCE OCCURS

.................. .. .. ..\.. .. ..
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~-

Figure 1

rotation is entirely stopped by brake
action. Any case in which there is
relative motion between a tire's surface and the surface of the runway
in their plane of contact constitutes
a skid. Skidding may result from excessive brake application to a wheel
that is too lightly loaded to accommodate such application or by a tire
being acted upon by side forces of
sufficient magnitude to cause it to
slide laterally. In either type of skidding (they often occur simultaneously
and in combination), the strength of
adhesion of the tire-to-runway contact is diminished.
The anti-skid brake installation of
the B-47 serves to allow minimum distance stops by avoiding skids caused
by excessive brake application . This,
in effect, also reduces the frequency
of lateral skids which develop more
readily when a forward-skidding con-
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Durin g the landin g roll , as in many
other pha es of aircraft operation, the
topics of control and stability are
nearly inseparable. If the aircraft is
directionally destabilized to the extent of assuming a heading sufficiently out of parallel to the runway, there
may not be sufficient directional control available to regain the correct
heading before running off the runway. Conversely, directional control,
which comes from both the rudder
and the forward steerable landing
gear in the B-47, must be maintained
in order to be able to regain desired
heading if directional veering takes
place. To gain maximum contro llability, elevator position should be optimum, i.e., not full up or full do wn .
As an aid in preventing the B-47
from di verging from the runway
heading during the landing roll, adequate loadin g should be maintained

on the rear main landin g gear by up elevator. This is parti cularly imp.ortant when brakes are being appli
If the brake-chute is to be dep loye
und er hi gh cros -wind condition s, an
adequately loaded aft landin g gear
will minimize the tenden cy of the
opening chute to veer the aircraft off
the runway. When stoppin g distances
are critical , maintaining any position
other than optimum elevato r throughout the landin g roll will in crease the
distance requ ired to brake to a stop
and may induce accelerated tire wear.
The foregoing observation s on the
use of the elevator durin g the landin g
roll may be contrary to the in stinctive reaction of some pilots. It may
appear that steering control durin g
the B-47's landin g roll is best obtained through firm contact of the
front wheels with the run way and
that. when maximum directional controllability is desired , the forward
gear should be "pushed down" on the
runway. Whil e this technique will
increase the load on the forward gear
and increase its tires "cornering"
capabilities (delay skiddin g), it will
simultaneously li ghten the load on
the rear tires to a point where they
will skid readily and thus produce a
very unstable condition. A near aJ
curate analogy may be drawn by co
paring the familiar case of a heav
tractor-trailer truck " jack-knifin g
with braking applied only to the tractor's wheels.
Over-inflated tires for a given airplane weight reduce steerin g effectivity (reduce "cornerin g" capacity
of tires), reduce braking effectiveness and, by predisposing to skids,
reduce the directional stability and
con trollability of the aircraft during
the landin g roll. Thi s over-inflated
condition of tire during landin g is
sometimes ine capabl e in aircraft
similar to the B-47, because of the requirement for takeoff at a very hi gh
gross weight and the ensuin g landin gs
being made at a greatl y redu ced
weight. All braking and stee rin g performance calculation s and demonstrations should be accomplished with
tires at near optimum inflation for the
existing airplane gross weight. Caution should be exercised when landing at low gross weights with this
known over inflated-tire condition.
Well, that about wraps it up . This
article was aimed specifically at yo u
big bird drivers. I hope these speci.
aspects of landing the B-47 ma
prove of value to yo u. At least it
shou ld provide food for thou ght. •
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VER have your brakes decide to
give up the stru ggle whil e you ' re
still on the landin g roll? More
than a few other wise perfect mission s
have been undon e durin g that final
phase of fli ght. And it is a phase of
ght, even if some pilots have forotten th e fact. Sudd en loss of brakes,
ith the end of the runway comin g at
ou , is a sickenin g sensation no matter what aid s are still availabl e to
- help you izet stopp ed or turn ed.
The emba rrassment of a situ ation
such as thi s is further enhanced by
the fact that adequate brakin g systems
are standard equipment on all airrl anes. Brakes definitely will do their
job if they have been maintained
properl y a nd are treated in a like
manner by a pilot. Naturall y, pil ots
cann ot be answerable for the maintenance of the many and compl ex
systems employed currently in milita ry aircraft, but the driver is the
on e who uses and sometimes abuses
the brakes of his g reat iron bird .
Here are two examples :
In the process of tran sition , one
touch-and -go and four fu ll -stop land in gs were made in a B-57 durin g a
period of one hour and 13 minutes.
The second in the series of full- stop
landin gs was made under a simulated
emergency conditi on by ma intainin g a
high approach speed and forcin g th e
aircraft onto the runway. The brakes
opped th e aircraft quickl y on thi s
ndin g ; however, the hi gh energy
quired to stop the aircraft heated
the brake di scs until they were glow-
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i ng. The pilot neglected to cancel the
fli ght a nd have the aircra ft to wed
from the runway as required by Tech
Order. Instead he elected to continue
shootin g landin gs which resulted in
subsequent fire in the main landin g
gear and brakes.
I ncident number two in volves a
T -33 . But for the natural forces of
fri cti on and dece leration , coupl ed
with th e happy combination of a
14,500-foo t runway and a stiff breeze,
thi s on e would have bolted ri ght qut
of the incid ent class.
The pilot, while on hi s second solo
fli ght, made fi ve touch-and-go landin gs with a fi ve-minute interval between each. Th e fifth landin g was
clim axed with a roll that packed as
much of a th rill as a free- fall parachute jump. Just how far can a free
wheelin g T- 33 roll? He found out.
When thi s one fin all y did stop and
was towed back to the ramp, the reason for the lon g rid e was revealed:
Compl etely disintegra ted brake lin in gs and warped, scored di scs.
Excessive use of the brakes durin g
the four previous landings was denied
by th e pilot. " Everything seemed normal until that last landing." Unfortu nately, in some in tances, the pilot
invol ved in the incident is not necessaril y the pil ot responsible for the
a bu se of the brakes.
To help reduce aircraft accidents
attributed to brake fai lures, fl yi ng and
maintenance personn el should become
aware of and be fami liar with the
written word gove rnin g the proper

use and maintenance of this all important a sembly. The good book
(T. 0. 4B-l -l ) states that at least 15
minutes should be all owed to elapse
between landin g when the landin g
gear is left extend ed. It further states
that a minimum of 30 minutes shou ld
be all owed between landin gs when
the gear is retracted. These restricti ons do not appl y to touch-and-go
landin gs where there is no app lication of brakes. This same source of
information gives in stru ctions to fo llow after the brakes have been used
excessively for an emergency stop.
Actuall y, the need for operating
personnel to heed the good offices of
our technical advisors is now greater
than ever. Con sid er the hi gher gross
weights and the faster landin g speeds
of today's aircraft and then p lan your
braking technique to fit the advan ced
situation . Oversight on the part of the
pilot to report improper brakin g of
his aircraft is as much a part of brake
fai lure as careless opera tion.
Whenever a high energy stop has
been accomp lished, because of an
aborted takeoff or emergency landing, and excessive use of the brakes is
required , the brakes shou ld be inspected. Excessive brakin g or high
energy stop -braking may well resu lt
in worn linings, scored segments,
war ped or scored discs or overheatin g. If any doubt exists as to the
serviceability of a brake, the brake
should be replaced.
Remember, a bad brake usually
leads to a bad break. •
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No Wheels, Louie? - "Drive that runway over here
and let's get some aircraft in the air." This strange patter
may turn out to be a reality in the light of recent developments at Edwards Air Force Base, California. The mobile
airport referred to is a launching platform mounted on
a truck. Jet planes have been successfully sent aloft from
the gad-about launching platforms with le s shock to the
pilot than that experienced during catapult takeoff . During this unconventional takeoff, the plane is always under
the pilot's control and peak acceleration is 4G.
The technique of laun chin g conventional jet fighters
without preliminary takeoff runs was developed in tests
at Edwards Air Force Base, conducted by the Air Force's
Air Research and Development Command and the Glenn
L. Martin Company. The launching platform is the same
used normally in launching the Martin Matador. F-84Gs
were modified to make the tests and kicked off so swiftly
that they were immediately airborne. Highly mobile
trucks with "arms" raise the fighter plane to the launchin ~ angle, becoming in effect the world's smallest airports.
With the aircraft's jet engines running at full speed, and
with the additional thru t of booster bottles, zero-length
laun ching is achieved.
Thi s development is another step in the Air Force's research and development program to explore the possibility
of eliminating the requirement for runways under certain
combat conditions.

*

*

*

Pressure Ratio Indicator - Highly uccessful results
have been obtained in tests performed on the new Kollsman Pressure Ratio Indicator which is used to measure
jet engine performance. It wi ll be of great value to jet
pilots for pre-takeoff engine checks and will help to obThe pressure ratio instrument measures jet engine performance and is
designed to indicate the optimum power settings for cru ise and cl imb .

tain optimum power settings for cruise and climb.
It tells the pilot whether or not he is getting best engine
performance by indicating on a dial the ratio of total
pressure at the tailpipe and at the inlet. Pre-determined
readings of pressure ratio for takeoff and cruise are set
on the pilot indicator by means of a manually operated
knob. In operation. the pilot merely matches a pointer
with markers on a dial for most efficient power settin gs.
The Pressure Ratio Indi cator is available in two basic
types. One type is a direct reading unit, and the other
is a remote indicating system. The direct reading is selfcontained, while the remote system has the basic measuring mechanism mounted near the engine. Although the
direct system is li ghter in weight, the remote system
elimin ates tubing to the cockpit, a factor desirable in
various applications. Recently put into production. the
Pressure Ratio Indicator wi ll be installed in the McDon·
nell twin-jet, swept-wing F-101.

*

*

*

How High Is Up? - If one hundred and eleven Empire
State Buildings were placed one on top of the other, they
would equal the height recently attained by a weath,er.
balloon. Twenty six miles up to be exact. The hallo
was released by the USAF Air Weather Service detac
ment at Holloman Air Force Base. New Mexico. Bursti
at 26 miles above the earth, the balloon help ed to set a
record average height for Air Force rawinsonde runs.
In one month the Holloman detachment, whi ch operates
in support of the special weather requirements of the
Holloman Air Development Center, made 13 runs to an
average height of 22% miles, using speciall y built highaltitude balloons.
Holloman's detachment of the 4th Weather group is
one of many rawinsonde units operated by the Air
Weather Service in support of Air Force and Army
units around the world. Such upper-air units regularly
observe high-level winds by releasing balloons bearing
rawinsondes (miniature observing units which automatically broadcast their findings to observers below).
Charting upper-air conditions, the AWS detachment is
an integral part of the guided missile research program
at Holloman. Increased capabi liti es of modern aircraft
have made it necessary for A WS to extend its area of
interest higher above the earth's surface.
Record heights reached by balloons of the Holloman
and other AWS detachments are indications of routine
advances in weather-ob erving techniques, made po ible
by improved equipment and methods.

*

*

*

The Eyes Have It - Makes no difference what t.
weatherman says, most pilots sti ll scan the sky througho
their route for signs of misplaced weather. Did you know
24
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A probe on the nose of an F-84 fighter engages the boom of
an RB-36 as initial conta ct in the mid-air hook-up is made .

W ith the aircraft securely ancho red to the boom mechan is m,
operators in the b ig bomber start hoisting the " 84" upward .

•
•

•

Th is jet, the first to take off from the highly mobile zero-length
launche r, is propelled to flying speed b y a droppable boost bo tt le.

The " landing " completed , the fighter is snuggled into the
· belly of the " 36" where it can remain or be launched again .

that be ides your two, there are 10,000 other pairs of eyes
doin g th e same thin g? Did yo u kn ow that sin ce the advent
of "goreps," your chan ces of bein g advi ed of hazardous
weath er are now 5000 ti mes better than they were before?
A Co ntin ental Air Defense Command agency, the
Ground Observer Corps (COC ) co nsists of nearly 300,000
civi lian voluntee rs mannin g more than 5000 watchin g
stations in the United States. In cooperation with the
USAF Air Weather Servi ce, the GOC, in addition to its
normal duties, will soon begin an extensive weather
watch. Althou gh some GOC units have been reportin g
unusual weather for over a year, a new regulation is bein g
issued requirin g the repo rtin g of to rn adoes, hail and
surface winds in excess of 50 kn ots. The name "goreps"
ground observer reports) has been given to reports of
vere weather sent in by GOC observe r .
•
Under the new program, ground observer personnel at
designated stations will be trained in th e recognition of

severe weather condition s. Stati ons will be selected for
this duty by virture of their locati on in areas where severe
weather is frequent. The observati on posts wi ll forward
evere weather reports to filter center , givin g the location
of a tornado or other severe storms, the direction of
travel p lus area of coverage . From fi lter centers, reports
will go out by special teletype to control centers and
local U. S. Weather Bureau and A WS sta tions.
The Third Weather Group, which provides weather
support to defense command agencies, cooperated with
the ADC in pJannin g and ettin g up the new reporting
program . The grou p pointed out th at although both the
Air Weather Service and th e U. S. Weather Bureau maintain seve re weather warnin g centers, observing stations
are so sparsely located that weather reporting on even a
small cale is diffi cult. Addin g the strength of GOC repo rting personn el is another big step in doing something
abo ut the weather.
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Major Jack L. Mercer, 28th Log . Supp. Sq ., Hill AFB, Utah .

y hat is off to the inventor of the
omni range and the airborne
equipment that is used in con junction with it. What these gadgets
can do for you is practically • unlimited, if you know how to u e them.
ow I'm not going to waste your
time covering the normal everyday
use of the omni equipment. If you are
not alreadv familiar with that, better
get with the books and your Link
in tructor, first thing tomorrow. I
hope I can tell you something different as applied to the various parts
of omni.
So let's break down the airborne
equipment and show how each component is used.
The first part under consideration
is the Radio Magnetic Indicator
(RMI). The omni usually uses the
double-barreled needle which is labeled number two on most aircraft.
This needle works just like the ADF
on the AR 1.6 or 7. It can be u ed for
homing or trackin g to or from an
omni station in exactly the same manner as the ADF is wied. Of course
there is no manual usage such as
aural null, but otherwise the procedure for both systems is the same.
The second component to be discussed is the ambiguity indicator (ToFrom window) . Contrary to popular
belief, it does not indicate whether
you are going to or from the station.
Instead, it registers whether the bearing you have selected in your course
window is the bearing of plane to
station, or station to plane. In other
words, you can have a To indication
and yet be going away, and vice versa.
For examp le, let's suppose you've
become lost and want to orient yourself. Let's further suppose that the
RMI is inoperative, which prevents
you from using it to determine the
bearing to the station . First, tune in
and identify the desired station _ Then
merely hold your present headin g and
turn the course selector knob until
the vertical cross pointer needle
(VCP ) is centered. Continue to hold
your heading and check it against that
which shows in the course window.
If they are not the same, turn the

M
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aircraft until they agree. You will
note that now your heading pointer
is at top center. Now check your ambiguity indicator. Does it indicate To
or From? If it indicates To, just continue to hold the heading you have,
making necessary corrections for drift
to keep your VCPN centered, and you
will fl y to the station.
But should it read From, turn both
the aircraft and your course selector
knob 180 deg rees until you have again
created the above situation. Elementary, yes, but let's look at another
problem. For example:
Suppose both our RMI and course
selector window are not functioning.
You merely go through the same motions but add a few other . With the
course selector knob, center your
VCPN. Check the amb igu ity indicator. It may read To or From. So
where are you? Your present heading
may be taking you to or from the
station re1rnrdless of what it shows.
Okay, how do you determine
which? Now comes the added maneuvers. Remember the heading pointer?
Check it to see where it is. If it is
in the top 180-degree portion of the
instrument and you read To , merely
turn the aircraft until the heading
pointer is centered at the top and note
the gyro heading. Thi s is your co urse
to the station. Should you find that it
is in the bottom 180 degrees of the instrument and yo u read To, again turn
the ai rcraft until the headin g pointer
is centered at the top. Your ambiguity
indicator wi ll still read To. Continue
to fly the gyro heading you now have,
plus or minus drift correction, and
you'll fly to the station. If the ambiguity indicator read s From in this
instance, merely turn the course selector knob around until the VCPN is
again centered. The reading will now
be To. Again turn the aircraft until
the headin g pointer is centered at the
top and proceed as before. But remember, in both instances, to keep
your heading pointer in the top 180degree portion of the instrument.
Remember also that once you have
set your elf up as outlined above you
will probably have to make some cor·

rections for wind drift to keep the
VCP in the center. Any such corrections will cause the heading poinp
to move off center in the direction a
amount of the turn. This is norma .
You merely fly whatever head in g is
necessary to keep the VCPN centered,
making corrections in the same direction in which it is displaced.
Another important point to remember is that any time the heading
pointer is in the bottom 180-degree
portion of the instrument, you have to
correct away from the VCP 1 to keep
it centered, regardless of what the
ambiguity indicator reads and regardless of whether you are flying to or
from the station.
Now suppose your ambiguity indicator goes ou t along with the RMI
and course window. Brother! What do
we do now? All you have left is your
VCPN and heading pointer. Can you
sti ll orient yo urself? Yes. "How," yo u
say? Easy! Tune in and identify yo ur
station . Get a grip on your course
selector knob, turn it until the VCP
is centered. Check to see where the
heading pointer is, and turn the aircraft until it is cen tered at the top. If
it is at the bottom when you first
check it, it will save a lot of aircraft
turnin g if you wi ll con tinue to
the course elector knob until t
VCPN is recentered with the headir.
pointer in the top 180 degrees of t
in strument. That way a maximum of
90 degrees of turn will place .it at the
top. After you have done this, you
are now flying the radial you have
selected . But a re you going to or from
the station? You can't tell , you say?
Oh yes you can . Let me tell you how.
Remember the old compass rose
they put around the omni station s?
Well, all of the bearings li sted thereon are station to plane. Let's reverse
this 180 degrees and make them bearings of plane to station . You now see
that when you are inbound to the station, any bearing yo u choose to fly that
is greater than the one you are now on
lies to your left. The ones that are
less li e to your right. If you are outbound from the station the opposite
is true. Bet you are beginning to see
the light. Yes, using this principle
you turn your cou rse selector knob
to the right, remembering that this
would increase the heading you would
have in the course window if it were
working, which it isn't, but th e effect
·
is the same. You have selected a rad~
that is greater than the one you
now on. Therefore, your VCPN w
move right or left, indicating where
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this new radial, or track, lies in relation to the one you are presently on.
Should the VCP move left you are
inbound; to the right, outbound.
To prove that thi s is o, merely
look at your revised compass rose
ich we mentioned earlier. If you
e inbound, just re-cen ter the VCP
turning the co urse selector knob
ck to the left and make whatever
correction is necessary for drift and
Ay to the station . If yo u are going
' away, do a 180-degree turn and recenter the heading pointer at the top
by turnin g the course selector knob
and fly into the station, keeping the
VCPN centered .
Now what do you do once you reach
the station and want to make a letdown? How do you tell when you
have the desired course set up? Easy.
Remember the headin g pointer? Wonderful gadget. Here's how you do it.
Let's take the Salt Lake City omni
letdown for example. As soon a you
pass over the station yo ur VCP begins to waver from side to si de . That's
the station. You then turn the aircraft
to a gyro headin g of 329 degrees,
which is your outbound headin g. It
is very important at this point that
you get the aircraft exactly on 329
degrees and hold it there, for you are
now going to set up yo ur equipment
for an approach that will thread the
Is around Salt Lake City. You can
ect your course two different ways.
•
e way, and the way I recommend
because it requires no resetting, is to
MAY ,
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turn the course selector knob until
the heading pointer is centered at the
bottom. At thi s time you will note
that your VCPN is probably not in
the cen ter. That's okay. All yo u have
don e is to select the inbound course
for a letdown , the recip rocal of 329
degrees. or 149 degree . How do you
know this is what you've selected?
Because your gyro heading is 329 degrees and your headin g pointer is
centered at the bottom, telling you
that you've selected a course 180 degrees from the one yo u are holding.
You are now prepared for an approach. So, since your VCPN is not
centered, yo u correct your heading to
center it. Now remember what we said
before - if your heading pointer is
at the bottom of the instrument, you
correct away from the VCPN to center
it. So, now it's at the bottom and you
do just that.
As soon as it is centered, yo u keep
it there by flyin g 329 degrees plus or
minus drift correction . When this
procedure is u ed the VCPN works
just the same as it does on an ILS
approach. Corrections are made away
from the needle outbound and toward it inbound, and no resetting of
the course is necessary.
However, if you prefer to fly toward the needle at all times as you
do normally with the omni, it can be
done in the same manner, except that
you pass over the station and turn to
the outbound heading of 329 degrees,
and center the heading pointer at the

top instead of at the bottom. The
same thin g wi ll have to be done after
you have comp leted your procedure
turn and are inbound . I recommend,
however, that yo u practice the first
procedure set forth since it may be
necessary to shuttle back and forth.
You will find it equally as simple after
yo u have done it a couple of times.
You can't get confused if yo u just
remember that when the heading
pointer is at the bottom, correct away
from the vertical cross pointer needle.
I say that if you set up your equipment properly and hold your headin g as you set it, the course you select
usin g the above procedure will not
be off more than one degree. Allowing for that error, your letdown will
be all right even in such close quarters as Salt Lake City. You can also
see that with your vertical cross pointer
need le and heading pointer function ing with or without any other one of
the componen ts of the equipment,
you can use it with no trouble.
I know all thi s probably sounds
complicated, but it' s really very
simp le. Try it a few times and you'll
see. I also realize that you will rarely,
if ever, find yourself in a position
where it is necessary to use this procedure, but if you ever should have
to use it and you know about it,
you're in good shape. Along this line,
how often do you have to orient yourself on a low frequency range or use
the null? But we practice both of
them, just in case. •
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E'oggy E'acls
"Here it is ten o'clock and we
haven't got a plane off the ground.
Sure losing the flying time this morning," remarked Lt. Grange, as he gazed
out at the row of parked airplanes.
"Yeah," the Ops Officer replied,
"it's those streaks of ground fog between the runway and the flats. You
can expect that condition every morning at this time for the next monthand-a-half. It's banked up at the north
end of the strip, too - comes from the
marsh-land just off the end of the
active runway."
"That shouldn't make any difference," drawled Grange. He had been
standing by for two hours now, along
with 10 other pilots of the squadron.
"We take off to the south, fly over
that 300-foot stuff, and the valley is
clear as a bell."
"Sure, Major Dee," said another
of the waiting pilots to the Operations
Officer. "You know that this stuff will
be burned off by eleven. Heck, you
could almost set your watch by it."
" ow look, fellas," the Ops Officer
was losing patience, "I want this flying time and the training just as much
as you do. We go through this same
deal every morning during this season. Weather says that visibility is
below minimums, and the Reg says
that it's got to be VFR to fly local, so
there you are! I know that in three
minutes you'd be away from this stuff
and that it would be gone long before
you got back, but it just won't work."
But it will work. Yes, sir, someone finally did something about the
weather. The foregoing dialog has
28

echoed off the walls of many ready
rooms the Air Force over. The conditions may not have been exactly as
portrayed in our short visit to Major
Dee's Ops office, but you can be sure
that the cause was similar; strictly
local , below-minimum weather, preventing takeoff into areas of known
VFR conditions. Lots of flying time
has been lost because of these local,
below-minimum conditions, and many
necessary flights have been held up
for light planes not fully instrumentequipped. However, if a pilot will
follow a few simple procedures, the
way has been paved for a VFR departure from, and a VFR arrival at a base
where localized IFR weather condi tions exist.
These privileges are extended in
a control zone when, in the opinion of
the airport traffic controller, adequate
separation can be provided by the
tower, and each aircraft is continuously visible to the tower controller;
or each aircraft is continuously visible to pilots of other aircraft concerned, and the pilots thereof can
maintain their own separation and so
advise. It is all in paragraph 3.800
(a) and (b) of the A C Manual.
Your authority for the special clearance is based upon the decision by
USAF that compliance with the provisions of Paragraph 3.8, ANC
Manual, " Procedures for the Control
of Air Traffic," satisfies the requirements of paragraph 35b, AFR 60-16,
relative to special VFR flight in control zones.
Like everything else that is worth

having, there are a few important DOs
and DO 'Ts. To assist you in staying
on the right side, thereby keeping •
privilege of these special clearan
intact, here they are:
DO - Request clearance for special
VFR fli ght from the air traffic control facility well in advance. Prior
to issuing such clearance, coordination must be effected with all of the
ARTC agencies - Air Route Traffic
Control Center, Approach Control
and Control Tower-by the controller.
DO - Obtain your special VFR
clearance prior to entering the control
zone or before commencing special
VFR flight .
DO-Become completely familiar
with the contents of paragraph 3.8,
ANC Manual, "Procedures for the
Control of Air Traffic."
DO l'T - Expect automatic or routine approval of requests for special
VFR clearances.
DON'T - Attempt to complete an
instrument or GCA approach under
special VFR instead of following the
missed approach procedure. Prior permission is required for special VFR
flight to enable the air traffic controller to take the necessary steps for
providing separation between all aircraft arriving, departing or opelr
ing in the control zone. Failure
obtain clearance prior to special V
operation may result in a collisio
DO PT - Become guilty of careles or reckless operation. Under special VFR clearance, the pilot remains
respon sible for appropriate clearance
from houses, cars, boats, populated
areas and terrain, even though authorized to operate "clear of clouds"
when ceilings are less than 1000 feet
above the surface.
It would be well Lo remember that
Air Traffic Control agencies may
deny requests for special VFR clearances on the basis of other traffic,
inadequate airport or terminal area
facilities, unsatisfactory communications with any aircraft involved, or
in the event adequate safety cannot
be maintained in relation to other
air traffic. The controller's judgment
in this respect is not subject to question. He cannot be required to provide special VFR clearance by any
agency. USAF pilots should expect
to realize the greatest benefits from
the special VFR clearance through its
application to departures or arrivals
at airfields having weather conditi.
which are less than VFR minimu
There it is. Treat it with care an
abide by those DO's and DON'Ts. •
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springtime's net result

• • •

This month our gal looks as if she might be smitten with that annual malaise
more

commonly known as spring fever (just plain lazy, man). In her case that's okay,

there's not much question but that she'll recover. But for you jet iockeys who may
suddenly find yourself with a lazy, or more properly, a stalled out engine, best you
turn to page 16 and learn what causes compressor stalls, and how to avoid them .

•

In 30 short minutes, 10 landings are made.
The brakes now are hot and tattered and frayed .

•

•
•

•
Hard use and abuse of the brakes, we would say,
But Mal skips the write-up, 'cause they look okay!

•

•
•
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He lands on the numbers, but binders aren't there,
Bounds off 'cross the desert like crazy March hare!

The Apaches, his friends for the past several weeks,
Add their Indian lore lo revengeful techniques .

•
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